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invisible is real. The mystic is, accordingly, looked upon. as a dreamer
moving in unrealities, and absurdly trying to prove realities a
dream.
I have already discussed this point in the earlier chapters and shall
have again to recur to it in connection with Shanbar Acharya and the
doctrine of Illusion.1 It is enough, here to say that Science has now
come to the aid of the mystic, and furnished, (the hundred and one 3
instances m which the seen is, in a sense, unreal.
The mystic is not a visionary as is generally supposed.  His reason
is the logic of the whole personality and not merely the logic of the things
of Space and Time; he is conscious of the most valuable possession
in the inmost recesses of his heart—the Light that for ever shines—
the Light that gives vitality to all. He has faith that, by reason
of the moral discipline he uncbrgoes, he can realise that Light within
himself; he has a firm belief in the illumination, and guidance of that
Light.
Nor is it correct to say that Mysticism means a life of Quietism,
of no practical good to society. I have touched upon this point in
the previous chapters on the ' Ethics of the Veddnta3 and (Indian Asce-
ticism." It is enough, here to refer to what Eckhart and Tauler, both
most eminent mystics, think of this objection. They believed, says
Max Muller,2 that it was quite possible to take part in the practical
work of life, and yet maintain a perfect tranqu.iU.ity and stillness of the
soul within; and, what is more conclusive still on this question, is
that both of them took a prominent share in the affairs of the Church
and State, and tried to introduce much needed reforms in the life of
the clergy and the laity.
Prof. James3 refers to th.e case of another mystic—St. Ignatius—
whose mysticism made him assuredly one of the most powerfully
practical Imnian engines that ever lived.
Rev. Charles Kingsley is of opinion that the mystics are cs a terri-
bly practical people, quiet students and devotees though they may
seem
1 The author did not live to finish    3 ' The Varieties of Eeligio-us   Ex-
these Chapters,                          perience,' p. 413.
2 Theosophy,' p. 529.

